To live and let live
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“Liberland is a provocative idea which has reached serious proportions.”

Miro Kovać
Former Croatian Minister of Foreign and European Affairs
Official name: Free Republic of Liberland
Form of government: Constitutional republic with elements of direct democracy
Motto: To live and let live
Official language: English
Area: 7.2 square kilometres
Number eligible for citizenship: 240,000+
Number of applications for citizenship: 600,000+
National songs:

🎵 by Varhan Orcestrovic
Bauer

🎵 by Louise Hallgren and Jethro Jessop
When I was 13, I read a book by Frédéric Bastiat - *The Law* - which changed my life. The book starts with “The law, I say, not only turned from its proper purpose but made to follow an entirely contrary purpose! The law become the weapon of every kind of greed! Instead of checking crime, the law itself guilty of the evils it is supposed to punish!”

The objective of the new state is to build a free country where honest people can prosper without being oppressed by governments. We are building a country that can serve as a good example for other countries.

The biggest improvement is that, in Liberland, taxes are voluntary and people are rewarded when they pay them. We founded Liberland on 13 April 2015 to celebrate the birthday of Thomas Jefferson. We wanted to invoke the spirit of the American Revolution. We also want to combine the best elements of the American republic, Swiss democracy, and the meritocracy of Singapore. We want to put our system on the blockchain so that the government will work in a modern and transparent way.

“I want my sons and their whole generation here in Europe and globally to explore space in a private spaceship instead of filing bureaucratic paperwork on earth.”

Vít Jedlička, at TEDx, November 2019

“At that point I realized it might be easier to start a new country than change an existing one.”
Spillover economic effects of Liberland would benefit Serbian and Croatian economies

**Projections to 2030**

As a high economic freedom zone, Liberland could provide a boost of 1% and 1.3% of GDP growth annually to Serbia and Croatia respectively, with another one-off boost of 0.33% and 0.17% stemming from increased exports. In the long run, these would lead to significant effects: in just a decade (2020–2030) Serbian GDP would increase by USD 8.1 billion or USD 2,400 per capita. Croatia would gain even more, with an increase in GDP of USD 10.7 billion or USD 4,000 per capita.

---

**ECONOMIC BENEFITS**

![Growth Projections Chart]

**THE CASE FOR LIBERLAND**


Serbia is happy to recognize the straightened Danube as the new boundary as it receives an increase in overall territory. Croatia feels that it has gotten the short end of the bargain and refuses to claim the area now claimed by Liberland because this would validate Serbia’s claim to the territory on the other side of the river.

According to Article 3 of the Montevideo Convention, the prevailing treaty on recognition of states, “the political existence of the state is independent of recognition by the other states.”

Article 1 outlines that a state simply needs to have:
TERRITORY
The Free Republic of Liberland (known simply as “Liberland”) is a sovereign state with its physical territory located between Croatia and Serbia on the west bank of the Danube river. The nearest towns are Zmajevac (Croatia) and Bački Monoštor (Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, Serbia).

On some maps, this area is referred to as “Gornja Siga.” Since the breakup of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, a border dispute has existed between Croatia and Serbia, with both sides presenting conflicting claims to various territories along the banks of the Danube River.

However, this area along the west bank of the Danube River has not been claimed by either Croatia, Serbia, or any other country and was therefore in a state of *terra nullius*—i.e., no man’s land—until the current leader of the provisional government President Vít Jedlička and the other founders of Liberland laid claim to the territory on 13 April 2015.
We studied the official maps and territorial claims of both Croatia and Serbia carefully so as not to encroach upon their territories. Croatia maintains that the land belongs to Serbia despite its police blockade around the territory, which Serbia no longer claims. It is our position that a court will not award land to a party that does not claim it.

Liberland’s goal is to ensure fair representation in the resolution of border issues. Our legal team may appeal to the International Court of Justice to ensure proportionate representation. Legal experts and lawyers in the field of international law who support our claim to statehood are welcome to join us.

Several facts support our statehood from a legal perspective. Liberland’s formation is based on self-governance of its own people; i.e., its citizens. Our country was proclaimed with the tacit consent of its parent state Serbia, which waived its claim to the land. Liberland does not violate the territorial integrity of another country and was not claimed by use of force. We are not a separatist or secession movement, or a coup or takeover of an existing state. With no applicable counterclaim on the land, Liberland’s proclamation of 13 April 2015 is legitimate and in accordance with international law.
Stanley Lung and MIX Design Studio, winner of the Special Jury Awards for “The most futuristic design” at Liberland Design Competition 2015
“The critical issue here is the question of how much prescriptive planning, if any, would not only be compatible with the libertarian ideological credentials of Liberland, but more importantly, how much planning and what kind, if any, would be optimally enhancing the prosperity for Liberland.”

Patrik Schumacher
Zaha Hadid Architects, London 2015

Daniela Ghertovici is the curator and strategist of Liberland Architecture Competitions 2015 and 2020, and she is dedicated to contributing her expertise towards the actualization of Liberland as an incubator and role model of cutting edge 21st-century architecture and urban design, a prototype and inspiration for cities of the future.

Daniela is a Chicago-based architect, researcher, educator, and scholar with over 25 years of international experience as an architectural designer and technologist on complex mixed-use urban developments.

URBAN PLANNING

Daniela Ghertovici

Liberland Design Competition

design.ll.land
POPUlATION
Liberland has attracted investors, adventurers, and potential settlers from all over the world. We intend to harness the people power of Liberland into a global movement for individual liberty.

Liberlanders are a unique group of people who share certain beliefs:
1. Respect for the rights of others, regardless of their race, ethnicity, orientation, or religion
2. Respect for the private property of others, which is untouchable
3. Belief in a free and open society, and reject all forms of totalitarianism
4. Opposition to initiating force or violence against others

Citizenship Certificates
Certificates are given to people who dedicated their work to Liberland's development or donated financially in the value of at least 5,000 Liberland merits (LLM). These are awarded in person at a ceremony during our events.

Passports
Liberland diplomatic passports are intended for trustworthy and officially appointed representatives of Liberland. They are designed to meet all international and security standards. Our passports are not intended for general issuance or travel yet, but our diplomatic team presents them in countries where we have established diplomatic relations.

E-Residency cards
Inspired by the Estonian E-Residency program, Liberland developed its own cards for personal identification and access to the Liberland E-Governance system. Getting an E-Residency card is a first step to gain citizenship.
Annual Anniversary Celebration
Every year, since the founding of Liberland, we organise a huge meet-up along with a conference to celebrate our anniversary. This includes a boat trip to the shores of Liberland, presenting citizenships and awards, and enjoying the excellent local cuisine and activities. The conference hosted great speakers like US Congressman Tom Garrett, Croatian Member of Parliament Ivan Pernar, and the legendary hero of freedom Ron Paul in 2020.

We bring to you something unseen in Europe or the Balkans. Come and contribute to an event with freedom lovers from all around the world. We started Floating Man in 2019 as an annual summer event. There’ll be lots of music, games, adventure, and fun, so join us!

Kindly contact media@floatingman.ll.land if you like to join our line of performers this year.
We are building a floating beta version of the Liberland settlement on the Serbian side of the Danube River. Once we achieve recognition from our neighbours, we will simply move it to the area of Liberland. Until we reach that goal, we are operating in a safe and comfortable place allowing Liberlanders to visit the area and meet with each other. Our fleet helps us deepen relations with the local community.

**OUR FLEET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Liberland</strong></th>
<th><strong>Population</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bitcoin Freedom** (right) is undergoing final renovation. It has eight comfortable three-person cabins and a presidential suite, restaurant, conference hall, and a below-deck lounge. **Liberty** (left) serves for boat trips and meet-ups and is available to rent for private vacation.

**EXPERIENCE LIBERLAND ABOARD THE LIBERTY**

- **8 guests, 4 cabins**
- **Air conditioning**
- **Self-sufficient living**

Get luxury cabin

Book your stay now!
SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

| Liberty Cycling Team: Djordje Djuric (middle) wins the junior category of Liberty Cycling Race, Serbia |
| Miss Europe Continental - Kristyna Dolnickova wins Vice Miss Europe |
| Liberland Southeast Asia Hockey team, Indonesia |
| Wheelchair Basketball team, Serbia |
| Yacine Osmani, Ring of Pakistan |
THE LIBERLAND SHOW

WITH ADAM J. CARSWELL

Jillian Godsill, Editor-in-Chief
liberlandpress.com

THE LATEST EVENTS, CURiosITIES, AND INTERVIEWS FROM THE FREE REPUBLIC OF LIBERLAND NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF CRYPTOcURRENCY

Michał Czekaj
Liberland TV

LIBERLAND FM
RADIO OF DANUBIAN CRYPTO COUNTRY

LIBERLAND PRESS
ON-LINE PLATFORM FOR LIBERLANDERS TO SHARE INFORMATION AND STORIES FROM LIBERLAND AND THE WORLD
liberlandpress.com
The guiding principles of Liberland’s founding philosophy are classical liberal (libertarian) ideals; i.e., limited government, free markets, voluntary association, and peace. These principles, coupled with innovations in finance and technology, can unleash a tremendous amount of human and economic potential and serve as a model for the rest of the world.

Liberland has brought considerable business to the local boating, transportation, real estate, restaurant, and hotel industries, in particular to Serbia.

The idea of a free zone existing between Croatia and Serbia has sparked immense interest in the region, and we are talking to investors and entrepreneurs willing to invest in facilities of the Free-Trade Zone.

Liberland citizens have settled in the capital Belgrade, opening multiple high-tech and cryptocurrency enterprises. By expanding this approach, and making this strategy clear to regional stakeholders, we will demonstrate the real value we can bring to the table.

We seek to bring enormous benefits to the area while at the same time preserving the historic character and beautiful nature of the region.

“Liberland looks to be an ally and friend of its neighbours. Although we are small in size, we can be an additional voice in favour of the interests of the region among the community of nations.”

Thomas D. Walls, Minister of Foreign Affairs
We’ve started buying space in Apatin’s Free-Trade Zone to convert it to a Liberland Business Incubator. The LIBERLAND GROUP DOO SOMBOR operates as a conglomerate to harbour the interests of Liberland companies. Working as an entity under one umbrella offers advantages like organization of transportation, shipping, loading, agency services, insurance and reinsurance, and banking and cryptocurrency payment services.

Apatin is very close to Liberland and is located on the Danube river with a natural ‘road’ connecting ten European countries. The Free-Trade Zone in Apatin covers an area of 122 ha, which provides plenty of space for future expansion just ten kilometres from Liberland on the Danube. The Croatian (EU) border is 24km away, and the Hungarian border (EU) lies 42km away.

Serbia offers facilities for production and service activities including storage, processing, assembly, repackaging, and labelling of goods. Prices for gasoline (€0.38/m³ – €0.42/m³) and electricity (€0.0112 – €0.067/kWh) are among the lowest in Europe, keeping production costs low.

**Exempt from VAT:**
- Trade of goods
- Services
- Exchange of goods in the zone

**Exempt from customs and charges:**
- Export and import of goods and services
Vít Jedlička | PRESIDENT

He received his degrees from the University of Economics, Prague and the CEVRO Institute. His entrepreneurial spirit let him to also initiate the creation of NFX, one of the largest community-driven internet networks. He has conducted hundreds of interviews for mainstream media such as The New York Times and Fox Business Network. He has also been a speaker at dozens of conferences including Horasis Global Meeting, TedX, ALEC, and the St. Gallen Symposium. His vision and mission is to build a country where honest people can prosper without being oppressed by government with unnecessary regulations and taxes.

president@gov.ll.land

Jana Markovičová | FIRST LADY

She is one of the co-founders of Liberland. With an education in Fine Arts, she worked as an Adviser for Artists and Photographers at desktop publishing before switching to the art of physiotherapy. Nowadays, she is fulfilling the key role of her life—motherhood. Moreover, she (partially) supervises the Prague office and often organizes Liberland social events. Her priorities for the future are healing the environment and creating powerful relationships.

firstlady@gov.ll.land
Mr. Wozniak is an entrepreneur and investor with over 35 years of experience in the fields of international financial trade, logistics and transportation, safety, and produce. He has held various leadership roles in several American, Polish, and international corporations. A prominent advocate of Liberland, he has been contributing to Liberland's recognition since its inception.

The Vice President is an executive extension of the President. As a designated representative of Liberland's mission, the Vice President's main responsibility is to implement the President's agenda and oversee operations across all governmental branches.

Presiding over official meetings and proceedings in addition to acting as an adviser to the President, the Vice President's role is vital in supporting the cultivation of the Liberland mission and earning global recognition.

The Vice President acts as an official representative, making public appearances and performing ceremonial duties in place of the President when necessary.

Pierre-Louis Boitel | VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Boitel studied civil engineering in Paris as well as psychology and management at the University of Sorbonne and went on to immerse himself in epistemology as well as political philosophy and economics. A long-standing actor of freedom in the French-speaking world, where he has lectured and written numerous articles.

He is one of the very first to have joined the adventure of Liberland. He was representing Liberland in France where he constituted the first delegation in that country and organized one of the first official trips of President Jedlicka to Western Europe. Mr. Boitel also worked on the organization of Liberland, on its Constitution, on the first ideas of tokenization, and on the processing of citizenship applications. He assisted the president in his travels across Europe to Paris, La Chanée, London, Rome, Prague, Brussels.

He is also a donor and investor in projects aimed at helping the development of Liberland. He is a loyal long-term partner of Liberland, attentive to the integrity of the project in relation to its roots and humanist values.

vpl@gov.ll.land
Thomas D. Walls
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Thomas D. Walls is a libertarian activist in the US and has a strong interest in the languages, culture, and history of Europe. He worked in the German Bundestag and the US Embassy in Germany under the late Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, who went on to bring the former Yugoslav republics together for the Dayton Accords peace agreement. He worked for the US Libertarian Party in Washington DC, and is one of the founders of the Republican Liberty Caucus (RLC). Mr. Walls is a travel consultant and professional translator of German, Dutch and Spanish.

As Minister of Foreign Affairs, Thomas Walls’ role is to help put Liberland on the map. He works with the President, Cabinet and Secretary of State to help lay out a vision for our country and citizens and to make the Free Republic of Liberland an example for neighbouring countries and the world. The vision we promote is one of a free country, an environment in which the government is minimal and voluntary interactions are the governing principle.

foreign@gov.ll.land

Dr. Tariq Abbasi KGCIOM MBE DL FRSA
SECRETARY OF STATE

The Secretary of State is the principal foreign policy adviser to the President. This pivotal role provides direction and coordination of relations between Liberland and other countries. The office implements Liberlandian foreign policy and negotiates agreements with other governments.

Since 2015, Liberland has established consulates, trade missions, embassies, and designated special envoys in over 90 countries. The Secretary of State communicates Liberlandian foreign policy to cabinet ministers and to the wider Liberlandian public.

The office keeps official records and documents including the constitution, legislative acts, executive orders, regulations, and interpretations of statutes as well as registration of businesses. Dr. Abbasi has won several international awards for philanthropic work over the past three decades. He holds a PhD in AI and two Honorary Doctorates.

secretaryofstate@gov.ll.land
Mr. Kazaryan has been serving as Liberland’s Deputy Minister of Interior since January 2020. His more than 25-year professional career spans the technology and digital marketing realms with the last two decades in senior executive roles at several technology and marketing firms, where he built software systems for Fortune 100 companies, bootstrapped startups, and headed digital marketing operations at two global marketing conglomerates.

Several governance aspects fall within the mandate of the Liberland Ministry of Interior, like the citizenship and E-Residency programmes that are part of the Immigration and Naturalization Services. The Ministry of Interior is also responsible for national security, labour market systems, asset and corporate registries, and other auxiliary services to support Liberland.

The Constitution and governing bodies will be voted for by the citizens when E-Governance systems are fully launched by the Ministry of Interior.

interior@gov.ll.land
The Free Republic of Liberland is an independent state actor and strives to establish relations with the global community of nations.

As an international legal entity, Liberland has the ability to sign agreements and treaties and to send and receive legations. For instance, we have established relations with Somaliland, signed a memorandum of understanding, and mutually recognize each others’ diplomatic passports. In 2018, the Liberland mission there facilitated the distribution of seven tonnes of food to the victims of Cyclone Sagar donated by Liberland citizens.

We have engaged with local and regional officials to bring Liberland businesses in Serbia and other countries. The economic situation in the Balkans offers Liberland citizens a prime opportunity for investment and growth in several sectors, and we feel regional governments should and will be receptive to our message.
The concept of a humanitarian assistance programme for Liberland supporters to rally around was initiated in early 2019. The Liberland Aid Foundation is a US-registered not-for-profit organization operated by Nicholas and Julia Rodriguez and Stephen Wood, along with a board of directors with seven members.

The Liberland Aid Foundation received non-profit 501(c)(3) status in 2019, which allows donations made by US citizens and residents to be considered tax-deductible contributions.

The Liberland Aid Foundation is focused on providing:
- humanitarian aid
- disaster preparedness
- food assistance
- water sanitation and hygiene
- education and training
- conservation and sustainability

“We envision a world where trust exists between partner nations, and humanitarian efforts help to alleviate human suffering so that people can live a dignified existence in a more peaceful world.”

Nicholas Rodriguez, Co-founder

The Liberland Aid Foundation

Liberland Aid Foundation

“Support Haiti project

Liberland

Diplomacy

The LAF already channelled tonnes of food aid to victims of a cyclone in Somaliland, brought supplies and donations to a library operated by Students for Liberty in Uganda, sent laptop computers to a school in Serbia, and is bringing several tonnes of food aid to Haiti.

You can send donations through:

liberlandfoundation.org

in cryptocurrencies or US dollars.

smile.amazon.com

Amazon will donate 0.5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to a charitable organization. Go to smile.amazon.com, sign up, and choose Liberland Aid Foundation Inc.

facebook.com/LiberlandAid

We encourage those on Facebook to stay up to date with the latest news to join and share the group with others who may be interested.

Working together, we can make the world a better place and create a peaceful and healthy environment for our communities and our future generations.”
The Order of Merit of the Star of Liberland was created in 2016 and intended to bestow particular attestation to those who have earned special merit in professional fields and the performance of public duties and activities carried out for special purposes, or for charitable works fulfilling humanitarian, civil protection or health needs of the Free Republic of Liberland.

The Grand Master and Chief of the Order is the President of the Free Republic of Liberland.


Steve Forbes received Liberland’s highest state award – the First Class Order of Merit – for his lifetime support of liberty.

The award was designed by Massimo Pastorelli.
The standing provisional government has established at least 100 active representative offices worldwide and has conducted meetings with high-level officials of foreign governments, including those of the United States of America and several governments in Europe, Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Diplomats from several established states have also shown support for Liberland by attending its meetings and events.
Mr. Eugene Romanenko is the #1 Crypto Emcee in the CIS sector, leading 70 events in 13 cities and six countries since 2017. He has conducted over 3,000 interviews with over 20 million views on YouTube as well as having written over 100 articles. He has studied Austrian economics for over ten years. belarus@liberland.org

Mr. Jonas Lundqvist has lived in Brussels since 2003, when he moved from Sweden to work in the European Parliament. He is now an independent consultant working with public and regulatory affairs. belgium@liberland.org

Mr. Nikolay Popov is Chairman of the Union of Bulgarian Taxpayers, Owner/Managing Director of Corona M Alliance—The PNN Group of Companies, and Founder and President of “St. Nicholas, the Miracle-Maker” foundation since 1998. He is also a consultant to the EU. bulgaria@liberland.org

Prof. Constantinos Charalambous is Director and Professor of Economics and Finance of Everyday Counseling Student Services. He is a Member of the finance committee of Democratic Rally party, and author of “Principles of Microeconomics”, “Microeconomics for MBAs”, and “Mumblings of an Economic Mind.” cyprus@liberland.org

Mr. Hans Weber, Dipl.-Kfm., MBA is a director and owner of PRAGUE FORUM and CZPAK. At their events, many ambassadors participate for an interactive debate followed by a private dinner with selected guests such as ministers and CEOs of well-known companies. czechrepublic@liberland.org

Mr. Mathias Kær is a Danish serial entrepreneur, who has started more than 12 companies with the main focus in the restaurant and hospitality industry like Tabu in Aalborg, Hot Buns in Copenhagen, and recently the Nordic restaurant n’eat in NYC. He is also an investor in tech startup companies. denmark@liberland.org

Mr. Eugene Romanenko

Mr. Jonas Lundqvist

Mr. Nikolay Popov

Prof. Constantinos Charalambous

Mr. Hans Weber, Dipl.-Kfm., MBA

Mr. Mathias Kær
Mr. Noël Mélet was a judicial police officer in the French Gendarmerie. In 1996, he led the fight against fraud in French insurance companies and is conciliator for the Ministry of Justice. Passionate about Frédéric Bastiat, he is a libertarian minarchist. france@liberland.org

Mr. Kolja Spöri has been on the front lines of every contemporary war zone, has produced a best-selling book, a travel blog, and a film about the destructive nature of states. He maintains an international contact network from over 15 years in Formula 1, the America’s Cup, and Offshore Powerboating. germany@liberland.org

Mr. Stergios Doukas is an accomplished entrepreneur of over 25 years in international business. By promoting the importance of a true free market, he strives to create a more sustainable future for all to enjoy. He is committed to establishing a Liberland diplomatic presence in Greece. greece@liberland.org

Mr. Tomáš Slivnik, MA (Cantab), MMath (Cantab), PhD (Cantab), FTICA spent time at universities in the UK, US, Australia, and Singapore. He is a successful tech entrepreneur and angel investor, a director of Cambridge Angels and an Honorary Industrial Fellow at the Bristol University School of Physics. guernsey@liberland.org

Mr. Balázs Magyar is an electrical engineer as well as a pilot. He is the founder and CEO of Skyhawk Aviation, a flight school and aerial work company. He is a recipient of Rotary International’s Will Watt Fellowship Award. He has been an active water polo player since 2002. hungary@liberland.org

Mr. Halldór Kristjansson has worked internationally across various fields such as entertainment, business, transportation, and security. He is multilingual and keeps studying contemporary literature of various academic disciplines. iceland@liberland.org
Ms. Jillian Godsil, MA is an award-winning blockchain journalist, broadcaster, chair, speaker, and editor-in-chief of the Liberland Press. She effected a change in the law in Ireland, and ran for the European Parliament in Ireland in 2014. She advocates for women in blockchain and diversity in business. ireland@liberland.org

Mr. Carmine Spinali studied law and political science. Mr. Spinali has an extensive background in several different industries including exports, metals, and finance. He has tremendous diplomatic and commercial experience in the UK, West Africa, and many other parts of the world. italy@liberland.org

Mr. Sandris Murins is a startup builder, public speaker, and sociologist specializing in decentralized finance, blockchain, and artificial intelligence. Co-author of Sustainable Development Strategy and a visiting lecturer in three leading universities. He is also a government consultant in Latvia. latvia@liberland.org

Mr. Navid Saberin, BA was born and raised in Luxembourg. With a background in banking and public relations, he currently works in real estate and is an avid supporter of cryptocurrencies. He has lived on several continents and is fluent in six languages. luxembourg@liberland.org

Mr. Marius Pareščius is an IT and security expert, Lithuanian serial entrepreneur, and an IT counselor to the Lithuanian Parliament. He is mentoring startups from Lithuania, the CIS, and the EU by participating in industry working groups within EU Institutions. lithuania@liberland.org

Mr. Jan-Erik Olsson was born in Sweden and lives alternately in Madrid and Malta with holdings in Estonia. In Sweden, he started a recycling company which he sold in 1988. Since then, he invests and trades independently. Jan is a member of the Maltese Knights and his life is filled with music. malta@liberland.org

Mr. Jan-Erik Olsson was born in Sweden and lives alternately in Madrid and Malta with holdings in Estonia. In Sweden, he started a recycling company which he sold in 1988. Since then, he invests and trades independently. Jan is a member of the Maltese Knights and his life is filled with music. malta@liberland.org
Mr. Vladimir Laban worked for the development agency of Luxembourg during 2001-2008 where he was responsible for dairy industry development projects. He is also a lecturer and national consultant for NGOs in Montenegro. Recently, he has been working as a remarkable editor in print media. montenegro@liberland.org

Ing. Milan Seman, PhD grew up in the Czech Republic, studied in the US, graduated in Japan, and worked worldwide as a project manager and security expert. On a recent journey from Mexico to Colombia, his experience with the state and police reaffirmed his libertarian convictions. netherlands@liberland.org

Mr. Manuel P. Lains, MSc is the founder of bitspace.com, one of the first blockchain companies in Norway. He is an experienced software and hardware engineer. Back in 2012, he helped establish the Norwegian Pirate Party and is a big fan of freedom of information and association. norway@liberland.org

Mr. Steve Kovacs grew up in western Romania under the communist dictatorship. Becoming an entrepreneur fresh out of university, he put Austrian Economics and libertarian business principles into practice. He creates software for real estate companies and specializes in decentralization projects. romania@liberland.org

Mr. Michal Czekaj is a free market, hard work, and blockchain enthusiast. A computer scientist by trade, he is a libertarian, co-founder of Liberland TV, and host of the Liberland News Programme. He is passionate about sports, videography, business, and a healthy lifestyle. poland@liberland.org
Mr. Daniel Dabek is a software developer, cryptocurrency pioneer, and one of the digital currency prophets. Realizing the importance of privacy in an international market, he developed SAFEX (Safe Exchange) as a cryptocurrency to protect the anonymity of its participants.
slovakia@liberland.org

Ms. Marianna Sádecká studied political and Austrian economics. Also, as a member of the Parallel Polis and a co-founder of the Slovak Students for Liberty, her focus is on cryptocurrencies as well as economic and digital freedom in society.

slovakia@liberland.org

Mr. Pavel Pospisil, PhD, MEng, BSc, EMBA joined the Liberland movement in April 2015. He lived and worked in five countries and is fluent in eight languages. However, as a devoted defender of people's freedom, his homeland is Liberland and his ideal language is free speech.

switzerland@liberland.org

Mr. Andrey Voronkov, PhD is a specialist in IT, blockchain, and biomedicine. He holds a doctorate in biochemistry from Moscow State University. He is actively involved in the development of blockchain-based technologies, machine learning, and governance models.

russia@liberland.org

Mr. Björn Elfvin is a serial entrepreneur and business developer with a sceptical mind and a philosophy of finding his own answers to challenges. For the last ten years, he has been working as a Quantitative Fund Manager and later as Head of IT for a major financial institution in Stockholm.

sweden@liberland.org

Mr. Conrad Freeman earned a bachelor's degree in classics, Spanish literature, and linguistics as well as a Master of Information Technology and a Master in Business Administration. Conrad consults for several technological and financial firms in Europe.

spain@liberland.org

Mr. Conrad Freeman earned a bachelor's degree in classics, Spanish literature, and linguistics as well as a Master of Information Technology and a Master in Business Administration. Conrad consults for several technological and financial firms in Europe.

spain@liberland.org
Mr. Denys Yuzhakov is an investor and entrepreneur. He conducts online and offline businesses in Ukraine, Bulgaria, and Estonia. He is a big fan of blockchain and cryptocurrencies. Denys is the founder of the Liberland FM online radio and the LiberTrans24 translation agency.

ukraine@liberland.org

Mr. Richard S. Holson III, MBA is the Honorary Consul to Scotland for Liberland. He also serves as President of Guarantee Trust Life Insurance Company. He sits on the boards of Illinois Life Insurance Council, The Joffrey Ballet and also serves on the advisory council of The Navy SEAL Foundation.

bahamas@liberland.org

Ms. Ruth S. Fernandes, BA (Hons), PMP, APR is a communications project manager with vast experience in public relations and marketing. Ruth has worked in a variety of industries including non-profit, healthcare, legal, and retail where she has helped organizations achieve their goals and objectives.

canada@liberland.org

Rabbi Yoav Altman is a leader and expert in world history and political science. He has been involved in community service and politics for more than ten years. He has a baseball award named in his honour in Ontario, Canada. He also plans to play a role with Liberland sports and the Olympics.

dominicanrepublic@liberland.org

Dr. Tariq Abbasi has worked in the banking and real estate industry for over 25 years. He holds a PhD in AI and two honorary PhDs for his philanthropic and charitable work supporting the educational needs of young children from underprivileged backgrounds. 

unitedkingdom@liberland.org
Mr. Juan Carlos Gorospe Mayorga was born in El Salvador, raised in Spain, and is now living in El Salvador. He is a computer science engineer with an advertising agency dedicated to health professionals. He is also passionate about the internet and freedom of information and is a libertarian at heart.

elsalvador@liberland.org

Ar. Claudia de Canjura has a specialization in Energy Efficiency and Building Administration. She is also an English-Spanish translator. A libertarian at heart, she is interested in promoting collaboration, opportunities, and prosperity among free, responsible, and hard-working people.

guatemala@liberland.org

Mr. Jeffrey David Berwick is a Canadian entrepreneur, libertarian, and activist. Jeff founded Stockhouse, a penny stock promotion and marketing site and was an early investor in Bitcoin. Jeff organizes the annual Anarchapulco event and hosts the Anarchast podcast.

mexico@liberland.org

Mr. Louis O’Connor is Co-founder and Managing Director of Agrorismo, the first fully self-sustainable community in Panama and Central America. It is a philosophy and action plan for sustainable living with its own food and water supply.

panama@liberland.org

Mr. Sunil Aggarwal, MD, PhD, MBA is a senior practising board-certified radiologist and Master Black Belt in Lean Six Sigma. He has expertise in blockchain and is well-versed in dealing with issues relating to public management and is a persuasive communicator.

saintvincentandthegrenadines@liberland.org

Mr. Juan Carlos Gorospe Mayorga

El Salvador

Ar. Claudia de Canjura

Guatemala

Mr. Jeffrey David Berwick

Mexico

Mr. Louis O’Connor

Panama

Mr. Sunil Aggarwal, MD, PhD, MBA

Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Liberland’s US team, led by US representative Dave Molineaux, is a role model for Liberland organizations worldwide. The team facilitates visits of the President, arranges meetings with elected officials, diplomats, and entrepreneurs.

Along with Deputy Representative Joseph Langenbrunner and DC Representative Pranav Badhwar, Dave and his team work tirelessly to put Liberland on the radar of decision makers in the US with much success. They have arranged several meetings with US Senators, Congresspeople, ambassadors, CEOs, policy experts, and US citizens interested in seeing Liberland succeed.

They are also thankful for their wider team of professionals and representatives in individual states including Nicole Sanders, David Vice, William John Hamilton, David Ellington, Steven Melnik, Roy Tin, Ed Juline, Adam Kaleb Ernest, Grzegorz Chmaj, Abir Doumit, Anthony Rosario, Mohammed “Saber Rock” Nasser, Darryl Perry, David Ament, Rabbi Yoav Altman, Richard Hall, Slawek Wozniak, Thomas Loastro, Mike Opelka, Ivan Osorio, Nicholas Rodriguez, Stephen Wood, Richard Holt, Alex Vidal, Michael Andrew, Jessica Zartler, Philip Blumel, Mike Skidmore, and many more.

**SOUTH AMERICA**

Mr. Javier Canosa, LLM is a partner at Canosa Abogados. He focuses on corporate law, tax, and banking issues advising national and foreign companies, families, and HNWI in various corporate matters such as investment vehicles, corporate management, audits, and risk detection.

argentina@liberland.org

Mr. Márcio Coimbra is a government relations professional, multilingual, international political strategist, and communications expert. He is also a senior political adviser in the Brazilian Federal Senate and Academic Coordinator at Mackenzie University in Brazil.

brazil@liberland.org

Mr. Oscar L. Scholz, MSE studied engineering specializing in agronomy and natural resources. He travels to various countries to represent Chile in academic and agricultural matters and is currently managing an OTEC and a corporation of human and social development.

chile@liberland.org
SOUTH AMERICA

Mr. Fernando Quintero has worked all his professional life in the telecommunications and IT industries and has held high positions with the ISP of Latin America and Telecommunication company in Ecuador. He has special competency in ISO 9001. He is also the CTO of SOLTECH and CEO of AEROPETS. ecuador@liberland.org

Mr. Pablo Daniel Magee studied political philosophy, which brought him to work for NGOs in Paraguay in collaboration with the United Nations, Amnesty International, the Alternative Nobel Foundation, and the World Economic Forum. He is active in the fields of environment and peace. He speaks five languages. paraguay@liberland.org

Mr. Irwing Enrique Rios Torres earned a BA in international studies (diplomatic studies), specializing in conflict resolution with a postgraduate degree in public policy. He is an adviser and risk analyst. He is also Director of Deportivo Miranda FC and Ulterra Perforaciones de Venezuela. venezuela@liberland.org

ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

Mr. Mohammad Osman Nowrozi, MBA is a qualified banker with 15 years of experience. He served as Chief Compliance Officer for the Central Bank and later as Deputy Chief Executive Officer and Vice President of the Bank. afghanistan@liberland.org

Mr. Raffi Kazanjian is a professional watchmaker and public official. He studied political science, law, and international affairs. He is an active member of the Unity Party in Armenia and a member of the Armenia Jewellers Association. armenia@liberland.org

Mr. Rahman Khan started his career in 2001 with New Horizons. In 2007, he joined the BTRC, served until 2013 on the Wireless Frequency Monitoring, Cyber Security, and ccTLD Management team, where his efforts led to the IDN ccTLD for Bangladesh. He joined the Liberland Foreign Service after some years in the UN system. bangladesh@liberland.org
ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

Mr. Stanley Stephen Huntsman, a military academy officer training programme graduate is the Founder, Chairman, and Producer of Y.E.S. Fest LIVE! He is a well-known multi-generational friend of China with a lifetime of diplomatic duties, entrepreneurial success, and social philanthropy.
china@liberland.org

Mr. Heatherm Huang is a Hong Kong-based serial tech entrepreneur who previously launched two messaging apps with more than ten million users. Heatherm is now a founder of blockchain-powered alternative data startup Measurable AI as well as a current Doctor of FinTech student.
hongkong@liberland.org

Ms. Andréa Paige, NMd consults on futurist systems and applied epigenetics and emotional intelligence. Dubbed a “Modern Renaissance Woman”, Andi is trained as a political economist and anthropologist, interfacing between modern world realities and our biological underpinnings.
india@liberland.org

Ing. Ar. Saman Seif, DBA, an urban designer, strategic planner, and lecturer, is co-founder of ASAM Group and ARC Ltd., who are all creating better living spaces to improve the quality of life for citizens all around the world. He is an award winner in Architecture, Urbanism, and Smart Cities.
iran@liberland.org

Mr. Daniel Schwarz is a creator, visionary, and born entrepreneur. He is an international adviser for Israeli Technologies and a PR and media manager for the foreign diplomatic community in Israel. Daniel is always busy maintaining strong connections between Israel and Latin America.
israel@liberland.org

Mr. Jason Webb is a libertarian activist living in Japan. He makes informative videos on his YouTube channel called “Happy Henna Gaijin”. He has journeyed across Japan by caravan while promoting the Free Republic of Liberland and its ideals.
japan@liberland.org
ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

Mr. Raja Younes holds two bachelor’s degrees in physics-electronics and in industrial automation and a master’s in electronics and automation engineering. Raja is the author of “The World’s New Silicon Valley” and he helps technology investors by introducing them to new ecosystems. 
lebanon@liberland.org

Mr. Faisal Butt is a philanthropist, social activist, and the Chairman of Red Crescent Pakistan’s Committee for Europe and the UK. He has participated in projects to build bridges between Pakistan and the world. He has been awarded citizenship of Bethlehem and has been nominated for MBE in the UK. | pakistan@liberland.org

Mr. Matthew Pajares-Yngson, DCPS, KCR, FRSA is a commercial diplomat, cultural ambassador, and former journalist. Concurrently, he is the Representative Councillor of the Caribbean ASEAN Council and Envoy for Diplomatic Affairs of the Eastern Caribbean–Southeast Asia Chamber. 
philippines@liberland.org

Prof. Omar Abdullah Nasseef, PhD is Professor of MIS and Chairman of the “Esnad for Administrative Solutions” office in the Business and Knowledge Platform of King Abdulaziz University. Additionally, he is an academic supervisor of KAU scholarship participants studying for their MSc and PhD abroad. | saudiarabia@liberland.org

Mr. Ville Oehman, MBA, MSc has an over two-decade-long career in financial and medical sector consulting and startups. He is certified in commodities trading, Islamic finance, AML/CTF investigations, and cryptocurrency investigations. He’s also a part-time student of law and runs the Liberland Registry. | singapore@liberland.org

Mr. Ernst Lee is a seasoned Korean financial professional with more than 25 years of experience in global investment, private equity, corporate financing, and risk management. He is also a highly recognized blockchain expert. 
southkorea@liberland.org
ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

Mr. Thomas G. Poehlmann, Mag.rer.soc.oec. is a Middle East expert and has arranged Liberland’s participation in international beauty (Miss Liberland) and fashion events and contests. He is also an alternative medicine expert including gemmotherapy and bioresonance organ diagnostics.
syria@liberland.org

Mr. Selcuk Soner Uras turned to his family business as a land and property investor after ten years of working in local and international trade. He intends to create new business projects in central Europe without taxation. He is also working to create the Liberland Ship Registry’s legal office.
turkey@liberland.org

AFRICA

Ms. Olivia Mirembe Musisi
AMBASSADOR AT LARGE FOR AFRICA
Ms. Musisi is in charge of African Affairs. As an entrepreneur with a wealth of business and investment experience, Olivia identifies trade and investment opportunities that bridge gaps in many sectors including energy, health, technology, tourism, finance, agriculture, mining, and infrastructure by building strong partnerships with private and public sector and not-for-profit institutions.
africa@gov.liberland

Mr. Amos Ngabirano
AMBASSADOR AT LARGE FOR EAST AFRICA
He is an African-British software engineer, designer, entrepreneur, co-founder, chief executive and chairman of Thrust Investment Ltd, which determines the evolution of modern technology and investment. He is fully engaged in IT consulting and has experience gained from work both in public and government institutions. He consistently works at a very high level of management in the government, including the ministry and the presidency.
estafrica@gov.liberland
AFRICA

Ms. Anita Hategeimana is the official representative of Liberland in the Republic of Benin and furthers our interests and diplomatic relations with that country.
benin@liberland.org

Mr. Sayouba Koanda is a diplomat and businessman and represents Liberland in Burkina Faso.
burkinafaso@liberland.org

Mr. Frank Baine Mayanja is the Consul General of Liberland in Burundi, a public relations expert, leadership and management coach, as well as a prolific businessman.
burundi@liberland.org

Mr. Jean Omer Mpeho is the Ambassador at Large for Liberland to the Francophone countries in Africa. He is a diplomat who also represents Republic of the Congo to the United Kingdom.
congo@liberland.org

Mr. Le Bon Mawa Mambo is a former Member of Parliament in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. He also conducts private business in minerals in Kinshasa.
democraticrepublicofthecongo@liberland.org

Ms. Mamothake Constance Matekane is Executive Board Member at the Lesana Financial Institution. She is also National Executive of the UN Habitat Committee for Lesotho and Board Member of Phenomenal Woman South Africa. Additionally, she is a shareholder and business owner.
kingsomoflesotho@liberland.org
Rev. Emmanuel Chigbogu Nwusulor holds a diploma in theology, a bachelor’s in physiotherapy, and master’s in IT engineering. He is the CEO of Life Evergreen Nigeria Limited, the developers of Mobile Product Authentication. He is a clergyman, businessman, educator, administrator, and motivator.

nigeria@liberland.org

Mr. Mohammed Jona Shasune is Chief of Control of Airports, Ports and Land Border Crossings, and Manager of the Compliance Office at the Anti-Corruption Commission. He managed the International Cooperation Office there and served as its chairman.

libya@liberland.org

Mr. Henry Kimuli is a professional Accountant and Auditor. He is also CEO of the Turnleaf Ltd. and the Vice Consul, Mr. Cassius Moetie, is the Personal Assistant to the Hon. Minister at the Ministry of Industrialisation, Trade and SME Development in Namibia.

namibia@liberland.org

Ms. Dieynaba Diop has professional training in construction and civil engineering. She has worked with Sediane Consulting and created the Development Society for the Emergence of Senegal. She has been involved with diplomatic relations between several African countries.

niger@liberland.org

Mr. Charles Kasana, PhD is Lecturer of Economics at the College of Business and Economic University Rwanda. He is also a businessman and Founding Director of the Sunshine Trading and Construction Pvt. Ltd. in Rwanda. Additionally, he is a former Secretary for the Eastern Province of Rwanda.

rwanda@liberland.org

Mr. George Kingsley is Liberland’s Consul General in Liberia. As a medical/protection officer and peace ambassador, he is involved in several leading charity and humanitarian efforts.

liberia@liberland.org
Mr. Abubakarr Karim, PhD is Ambassador at Large for Liberland to the ECOWAS countries. He is a diplomat involved in trade and investments in Sierra Leone.
sierraleone@liberland.org

Ms. Rahma Ahmed Abokor is Head of Protocol at the Somaliland Ministry of Foreign Affairs after returning from the UK in 2010. She is working towards the journey of gaining international recognition for both Liberland and Somaliland.
somaliland@liberland.org

Mr. Bheki Sibiya is Chairman of Amandla Capital, Great Leaders, Leadership Matters Institute, Win Win Partners, and a partner at Value Partners. He holds degrees from Western Michigan University and the University of Zululand. He is an active political leader.
southafrica@liberland.org

Mr. Juma Khamis is a professional businessman who owns and runs an oil company in South Sudan.
southsudan@liberland.org

Ms. Zamzam Rashidah Mtanda is an accomplished entrepreneur who owns several private businesses and her husband Professor Mtanda is a medical professor. They are representing Liberland in Tanzania and its archipelago Zanzibar.
tanzania@liberland.org

Dr. Juliet Mbabazi is a professional medical health practitioner and has extensive international connections and experience.
togo@liberland.org
AFRICA

Mr. Chafik El Bahy is an established businessman with trustworthy reputation in the Tunisian financial industry. He is the founder of a Tunisian FinTech company specializing in trading room integration. He is well-known in the business and diplomatic community.

tunisia@liberland.org

Mr. Musa Kavuma is a successful businessman, musician, and CEO of Brighton Consultants Ltd. as well as the Consul General of Liberland.

uganda@liberland.org

Mr. Edmond Chisanga is a successful consultant in corporate finance, capital raising, taxation, and business to those wanting to conduct business and invest in Africa, mainly Zambia. He has extensive involvement in business schools in the UK and Africa.

zambia@liberland.org

Mr. Philip Simon Nyamadzawo has extensive experience in investment banking, corporate finance, and management as well as acquisitions and mergers. His role in representing Liberland will be of special importance as Zimbabwe focuses on future economic development.

zimbabwe@liberland.org

OCEANIA

Mr. Hans Norved, MBA, MTech, BA is a Danish-Australian dual citizen who has worked in business management, project management, consulting, and education. He has been involved with promoting Liberland since 2017 and is keen to network with others who desire a free and open society.

australia@liberland.org
With love:

Jana Markovičová, Thomas D. Walls, Rahman Khan, Jiří Kult, Varun Varada
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